
The first stars were ______ and twinkling. The first stars were shining and 
twinkling. shining sky looked in

eyes thing
Who _____ after the stars? Who looks after the stars? looks

shiningpale could soon twinkling
I'll shut my eyes and _____ for more stars. I'll shut my eyes and wait for more
stars. wait looked come blue sky

just
The dark sky was _______ of bright stars. The dark sky was full of bright 
stars. full just pale count shining

the
I am in _______ of the stars. I am in charge of the stars. charge

keeper across look take blue
Can you take me to the _______ of the stars? Can you take me to 
the land of the stars? land huge Josh

streaked louder all
Josh climbed on and _____ they flew. Josh climbed on and off they flew.

off just what wait full
ever

All at once a _____ filled the sky. All at once a noise filled the sky. noise
pale louder climbed eyes close

It's just a _____ dinosaur. It's just a flying dinosaur. flying
noise meet getting flapped flew

It came so _____ Josh tried to hide. It came so close Josh tried to hide.
close flying dinosaur trouble away
flapped

A star is in _____. A star is in trouble. trouble dinosaur
keeper and this who

Get _____ to meet more star keepers. Get ready to meet more star 
keepers. ready twinkling hide trouble

noise land
Three _____ animals were waiting. Three strange animals were waiting.

strange look something paws nibbled
one

The one with sharp teeth did not look _____. The one with sharp teeth did not 
look friendly. friendly dinosaur very animal

horns say
The sloth _____ on green leaves. The sloth nibbled on green leaves. nibbled

shiningshaggy afraid stars go
Josh heard _____ footsteps and saw a huge animal. Josh heard slow footsteps and saw 
a huge animal. slow blue anything

here what girl
The flowers _____ like little stars. The flowers shine like little stars. shine

say take find is pick
Being a star keeper is hard _____. Being a star keeper is hard work. work

home head sleep animal flowers
Let's sleep first and wait for _____.Let's sleep first and wait for morning.

morning yellow tired dreamed
suddenly safe



Then he knew it was all a _____. Then he knew it was all a dream. dream
someone where too long
Rosie


